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Abstract. We present a short summary of several 2D hydrodynamic calculations that suggest
that upon the collision of galaxies two physical mechanisms lead to the formation of proto-
super star clusters. These are condensation, induced by radiative cooling, and implosion caused
by the shocked intercloud medium. Even in the absence of gravity, these lead to storage and
compression of the dense cloud component into massive and compact gravitationally unstable
condensations. The resulting entities exhibit enhanced surface densities that are several hun-
dred times higher than their initial values. These are here postulated as the cradles of very
efficient and rapid star-formation episodes, able to withstand the negative feedback effects as-
sociated with star formation, while leading to the formation of massive and compact super star
clusters.
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1. Introduction
Hubble Space Telescope observations (Ho 1997; Melo et al. 2005; Gilbert & Graham

2007; Walcher et al. 2005) led to the discovery of massive, young and compact collections
of stars, today called super star clusters, the most spectacular modality of star formation.
They are found in a large variety of galaxies, from blue compact dwarfs to colliding spirals.
Their stellar masses range from a few ×105 to several ×106 M�, all within a small volume
of just a few pc across. Their discovery led immediately to a large number of questions.
Perhaps the most important among these is (Tenorio–Tagle et al. 2003) how to collect all
of the interstellar matter that will be turned into stars into such a small volume? Giant
molecular gas complexes, with masses from several ×105 to a few ×106 M� soon became
the favorite suspect sites where super star clusters could form. However, it is well known
that molecular clouds far exceed the dimensions of super star clusters and so the question
remains unanswered. How can so many stars form unaffected by the negative feedback
produced by their neighboring stars? The question points particularly to massive stars.
All stars with masses greater than 20 M� evolve rapidly while dumping an enormous
amount of ionizing radiation into interstellar space, capable of heating the collapsing
cloud, and thus of inhibiting star formation. Furthermore, all stars more massive than
8 M� exhibit strong stellar winds and end up exploding as supernovae. The worry is
that such a large and continuous mechanical energy deposition may rapidly disrupt the
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collapsing cloud and inhibit further star formation. Thus, the central question today is
how to avoid the negative feedback produced by massive stars or, alternatively, how do
super star clusters form?

Figure 1. Input model. Two galactic disks approaching each other at high speed (Vg ), with
their molecular clouds set to undergo a head-on collision. The dimensions and assumed geometry
are indicated in the figure.

2. The model
Based on the empirical evidence from the Antennae system (which now presents more

than 1000 young super star clusters) and other colliding and merging galaxies (Whit-
more et al. 1993; Gilbert & Graham 2007), we have started a series of numerical simula-
tions that consider direct collisions of molecular clouds and their surrounding intercloud
medium. The calculations assume a collection of molecular clouds immersed in the disks
of their host galaxies. The galaxies approach each other and interact at high speed, which
leads to the appearance of two strong shocks that process both the intercloud medium
and the molecular clouds. Our first results showed that dense clouds can cool rapidly
through radiation, long before they are fully processed by their respective shock. On the
other hand, if the intercloud gas is initially of low density, say, less than 1 atom cm−3 ,
then its cooling time will be much longer than the collision time (∼ 2 × 105 yr). In this
case, the shocked intercloud medium would remain hot and highly pressurized, and thus
it would be able to implode both the as yet unprocessed cloud and the condensations or
fragments that result from the direct cloud–cloud collision. The final result is a pile up
of all initial cloud material into massive, compact condensations.

This all happens in a time that is much shorter than the gravitational collapse time
of the original clouds. The timescale is also much shorter than the time required for the
most massive stars to become supernovae and sufficiently short to allow production of
only a small fraction of the total ionizing radiation expected from massive clusters. Star
formation should then be able to proceed unaffected by negative feedback. This would
lead to a very efficient star-formation episode.

However, this would only happen if a large-scale disturbance of the galaxies’
interstellar medium can rapidly aggregate all of the required matter. Or, as phrased
by Larson (1987), “If the gas fueling a starburst is turned into stars on a short
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timescale, then the gas must also be assembled into the starburst region in a similar
timescale.”

Figure 2. Rapid assembly of the cloud component into super star cluster building blocks. The
left axis indicates surface mass density (M� pc−2 ; filled circles) and the cloud’s mean particle
density (cm−3 ; open circles). The right axis marks the corresponding free-fall time (τff in Myr;
encircled plus signs indicate Jeans-unstable clouds), all shown as a function of time. A few very
small clouds have not been plotted for reasons of clarity.

3. First results
Figure 1 shows the initial condition for one of our 2D calculations. In this case, the

clouds with a diameter of 100 pc and a density of 100 cm−3 (and thus a mass of 1.2 ×
106 M� each), are located in the plane of their respective galaxy. They are surrounded by
an intercloud medium with a density of 1 cm−3 that extends to 100 pc on either side of
the galactic planes and all the way to the edge of the computational grid in the direction
parallel to the plane of the interaction. The initial setup is such that the clouds will
suffer a head-on collision, with an intensity defined only by the velocity of approach of
the two galaxies, here 1000 km s−1 . The calculations were performed using a 2D second-
order explicit Eulerian code, which accounts for strong radiative cooling (Tenorio–Tagle
& Muñoz–Tuñón 1997, 1998). The code does not account for gravitational terms and so
the resulting flows are only due to radiation hydrodynamics.

Figure 2 plots the run of density (cm−3), surface density (M� pc−2) and free-fall time
(τff = (Gρ)−1/2 = 2n

−1/2
3 Myr; where n3 is the number density in units of 103 cm−3) as

a function of the evolution time (in kyr) for all clouds (n � 100 cm−3) recognized within
the computational grid. The figure also indicates clouds that become Jeans unstable
to gravitational collapse whenever their τff is shorter than their sound-crossing time
(τs = 11 r T−1/2 Myr, where r is the fragment size in pc and T their mean temperature,
in degrees K).

The figure shows how the resulting condensations end up with densities enhanced by
a factor of between 10 and several hundreds from their original value. The same happens
to their surface density, which is enhanced by factors of a few to several tens from the
initial value and, correspondingly, the collapse time is drastically reduced from the initial
value (6.2 Myr) to a few ×105 yr. The latter implies that during the collision time (2 ×
105 yr), the hydrodynamical events act much faster than gravity, leaving all of the dense
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gas in place within dense and compact condensations ready to collapse, fragment and
form stars within a few ×105 yr.

4. Conclusions
Given the structure of the interstellar medium and all of its different phases, one of

the main questions regarding super star clusters is how to store the large amount of
interstellar matter that is turned into stars into such compact volumes.

We have shown that the strong compression caused by the collision of galaxies and,
in particular, direct cloud collisions, condensation and fragmentation induced by strong
radiative cooling and implosion driven by the hot, shocked intercloud gas, lead to storage
and compression of the dense cloud component into massive and compact gravitationally
unstable condensations.

The time required to do so is about 105 yr, much shorter than the initial collapse time
of the individual clouds (τff ∼ 6.25× 106 yr). This implies that a large-scale disturbance
of a galaxy’s interstellar medium may collect and compress the matter required to build
super star clusters much faster than gravity alone. In our case, the large-scale disturbance
is provided by a galaxy collision. The time required to assemble the cloud component into
super star cluster building blocks is also similar to the final free-fall time of the resulting
condensations (a few ×105 yr). Having all matter in place on such short timescales has
profound implications for feedback. This is because the assembly time is much shorter
than the time when the first supernova (originating from the most massive star expected
to form in the cluster) occurs. On this short timescale, only a small fraction of the total
ultraviolet radiation expected from a massive cluster is produced. Star formation under
such conditions can then proceed freely, without being affected by negative star-formation
feedback, leading instead to a very efficient star-formation episode and possibly to the
formation of a super star cluster.

Several more calculations including a structured interstellar medium in the disks and
halos of the colliding galaxies, as well as grazing clouds, will be the subject of a forth-
coming article.
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